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Arabah. 

March 5th 1935 
                                                          
Dear Mother. 
          
          The book of the sarcophageoussic of Sety I  
arrived safely to-day. every one very interested  
in it, thanks so much for sending it. 
 
          I am really thinking of going to the Oasis of  
Dakhla. Amice says she can spare Sardiksic  
to accompany me, there are various formalities  
to be gone through, as I have to inform the  
police & they send instructions to the police  
in the Oasis, & I shall have to report at the  
Markaz on my arrival. I shall have to stay  
at the Omdah’s house. in Dakhla, my  
programme so far is. go by car (Joey) as far  
as Kara, 20 miles, this is where one can  
get the train that goes to Kharga one day  
during the week. I’d have to camp in the  
desert for the night, as the train goes at  
6 in the morning, arrive in Kharga the  
next evening. stay in the government rest house  
there. next day proceed by car to Dakhla 
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          I should have liked to do it on camels but this  
would take 4 days one way. (by car one day.)  
& I hear there is a six wheeled desert car that  
makes the journey between the two oasisessic  
I would have 3 or four days there to explore.  
& a day or two in Kharga on my return. 
 
          It will probably cost something round ₤20 but it  
will be a glorious adventure, I hope there will be  
no hitch in the arrangements 
 
          If you look in the map you may find the Oases/<is>essic  
marked. this is roughly the position 
                                                          
                                                           Cairo.  
              
             [  ]                                      ASSIUT. 
                                                            Sohag 
      DAKHLA   KHARGA    Kara.    Baliana. 
 
      SH/<A>HARA DESERT             LUXOR. 
 
          spelling varies but you will probably  
recognise it from the position 
 
          Hope to let you know definitely in my next letter 

               
          Love to you both 
          Your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle.    


